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With the deadline for summer
study abroad applications quickly
approaching, many students are
preparing for the chance of a lifetime: traveling to countries around
the world to enrich their college
experience.
This semester has seen the highest number of students studying
abroad in recent years, according
to Tricia Barger, associate director of the Center of International
Programs.
Students have the opportunity
to participate in a number of UD
programs this summer that focus
on specific majors or interests. The
deadline for summer abroad applications is Friday, Feb. 11. One
program will take communication
students to Shanghai, China, while
psychology students will jet off to
Paris, France. Other programs
will take place in Italy, Argentina
and Germany.
A new program, “The Global
City: Social Work, Anthropology,
and Human Rights,” will focus on
social work in Calcutta and Bangalore, India.
“I think eventually you will see
an even greater increase in students participating in semesters
abroad rather than summers,”
Barger said. “A lot of students just
want to experience a study abroad
for a longer period of time.”
Kiki Wilson, a junior international studies major, spent a summer and semester studying abroad
for a total of seven months overseas. Wilson spent three months
in Alexandria, Egypt, and the last

weather

(Source: www.nws.noaa.gov)

Sunny weather will bring warmer temperatures than
Dayton has had in several weeks.

four months in Cairo, Egypt.
“Egyptian Arabic is the most
widely understood dialect, and I
wanted to get a feel for that,” Wilson said. “I took Arabic classes during the summer and actually spent
the semester doing volunteer work
and teaching English classes.”
Wilson spent her semester living
in Cairo rather than on a campus
and said she found the experience
to be extremely rewarding.
“[One of the best parts] was just
getting to understand the ways
that people think,” Wilson said.
“You can’t go into it making comparisons. You need to just take it
for what it is, not the context you
already know. I loved that I saw beyond the tourist sites.”
Wilson received a scholarship
to help fund her stay in Cairo.
Many scholarships are available
to students who are interested in
studying abroad, Barger said. According to the Center for International Programs’ website, the cost
of summer study abroad programs
are factored by the tuition costs of
each credit hour taken, plus living
expenses at the study abroad site.
Students participating in summer
programs usually receive six credit
hours. For students participating
in a semester program, the amount

of credits earned depends on the
individual student and school he or
she attends.
Joe Capka, a junior finance,
economics and Spanish major,
also took advantage of UD’s study
abroad program and spent a semester in Madrid, Spain, studying at
La Universidad Potificia Comillas.
“I was able to immerse myself
in another culture and language,”
Capka said.
Capka said being put in a situation where he couldn’t use English was a good learning opportunity. Overall, he said his semester
abroad was incredibly beneficial to
his college experience.
The first step for students interested in a summer or semester
abroad is to attend an informational meeting that takes place every

Monday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in
Alumni Hall, Room 16. This session provides information on the
different options available to students. The next step is to schedule
an appointment with the Office
of Education Abroad to choose a
destination and partner school
or program. Contact the office at
edabroad@udayton.edu or (937)
229-3728.
“I think that studying abroad for
a semester is not emphasized here
at UD, and more students should
look into it,” Capka said. “I’ve also
participated in one month programs, but four months compared
to one month makes a huge difference.”
For more information about
studying abroad, go to international.udayton.edu.

STUDENT: Alicia Goettemoeller LOCATION: Giza,
Egypt CONTRIBUTED BY ALICIA GOETTEMOELLER

STUDENT: Wyatt Elbin LOCATION: Kumba,
Cameroon CONTRIBUTED BY WYATT ELBIN

STUDENT: Lauren Graehler [With a University
of Georgia student] LOCATION: Rome, Italy
CONTRIBUTED BY LAUREN GRAEHLER

TUESDAY

30/19

Chance of
snow.

WEDNESDAY

29/17

Party sunny.

STUDENT: Joe Capka LOCATION: Malaga, Spain CONTRIBUTED BY JOE CAPKA

THURSDAY

27/15

Partly sunny.

STUDENTS: Katie Dempsey, Alex Barger, Lauren
Buchrues, Christine Paolino, Mike Sciortino
LOCATION: London, England CONTRIBUTED BY
ALEX BARGER

STUDENT: Chris Denzinger LOCATION: Athens,
Greece CONTRIBUTED BY ANNAMARIE BOGUSZ/
PHOTO EDITOR

STUDENT: Stephanie Vermillion [With non-UD
students] LOCATION: Rabat, Morocco CONTRIBUTED BY STEPHANIE VERMILLION
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New digital signage offers improved communication outlet for university, organizations
CHRIS RIZER

Chief News Writer
Visitors to Kennedy Union will
view campus activity information in
a new format called digital signage,
replacing posters which proved to be
an ineffective way to communicate
to students, according to Amy LopezMatthews, director of Student Life
and Kennedy Union.
New digital signs, which display information on widescreen televisions,
are on each floor of KU, according to
Brian Turner, director of University
of Dayton information technology.
Student Life and KU are using three
of the widescreen televisions, rotated
vertically, to show campus activity
updates on the bottom of the screen,
along with a ticker tape customizable
RSS feed. According to Chris Johnson,
Student Life and KU summer conference manager, the RSS feed includes
news updates from NPR and local
weather from the National Weather
Service.
Information is sent to the digital sig-

nage by two different channel players,
Johnson said. One channel player is
dedicated to the three signs used for
information from Student Life and
KU, and the other, which UD’s Student
Government Association purchased
with its own funds, sends information
to a digital sign located in KU’s dining
hall.
According to Turner, Student Life
and KU and UDit decided to use Visix
as their digital software company after extensive research. He said Visix
was the most attractive option because it had “the ability for us to have
a centrally managed system easier
for emergency notification,” allowing public safety and UDit to notify
students of situations in one message.
It was important that the signage
matched UD’s “marketing and brand
initiative,” Turner said.
According to Lopez-Matthews, the
digital signage came from the KU
renewal and replacement fund for
equipment, a fund which carries over
every fiscal year.
Lopez-Matthews said the Visix sys-

tem has an automatic feed for Student
Life and KU to put event information
directly into the signage as soon as the
updates are added to their scheduling
system.
Student organizations can request
to advertise events on Student Life and
KU digital signage in a section on the
event registration sheet, Lopez-Matthews said. Event registration forms
can be picked up in the Student Life
and KU office in KU, Room 241.
Having digital signage installed at
UD was not a quick process; SGA first
pitched the idea to Lopez-Matthews
during the 2007-2008 academic year,
she said.
Research has been carried out
since then to find a system that could
be used campus-wide, but according to John Jewell, the 2009-2010 SGA
president and graduate student in the
School of Business Administration,
it was his SGA administration that finally took decisive action to make the
signage a reality.
Jewell’s SGA administration stated
in a resolution its intent to “more ef-

fectively communicate with the students to increase the SGA’s transparency and accountability, as well as
assess the feasibility of implementing
a new centralized messaging system
for students through the use of digital
signage.”
The 2009-2010 SGA also passed legislation titled, “Allocation of Funds
towards the Digital Signage Project,”
setting aside a total of $29,600 for the
signage.
Jewell said SGA viewed the signage
as “an investment for the whole campus.”
Maura LaMendola, the 2009-2010
SGA executive vice president and
senior international studies major,
said last year’s SGA was so intent on
implementing digital signage because
it was challenging to communicate to
the student body through e-mail and
bulletin boards.
“It kind of made us (SGA) look secretive, and really we just didn’t have
resources to communicate,” she said.
The digital signage in KU did not
come to fruition until this year for several reasons.
According to LaMendola, the administration was busy with a switch
to Banner Self Service, an organizational program that runs porches.
udayton.edu, which includes class
registration tools, student financial
and organization information, and
the campus calendar. She also said
UD had to establish funding for the
signage, and had to develop a policy so
everything displaying its name would
have a consistent marketing image, including the signage.  
“I know the project was originally
going to start in KU and eventually is
supposed to make its way around campus to different buildings,” LaMendola said. “I just hope that it really
does become what we envisioned it
as, because student government did
put a lot of money into that … and we
wouldn’t just do something like that if
we didn’t think it would be helpful to

everybody.”
A document called “UD Digital Signage Proposal,” dated Jan. 7, 2009,
states that the campus has 26 suitable
spots where enough people would
regularly view the signage and which
meet technical qualifications to house
it.
Turner said if other departments
want to utilize digital signage, they
also have to use the Visix system, requiring them to purchase their own
content players and screens, and cover
additional costs such as licensing fees
for Visix.
“Digital signage is a wonderful tool
to ensure that the channels of communication with the student body are
effective and efficient,” said Lindsay
Fouse, director of external affairs for
SGA and junior business economics
major. “It allows us to use vibrant,
information-rich messages in a very
practical manner. The Student Government Association is excited to have
a new, dynamic medium for students
to reference on a daily basis located
right in the heart of Kennedy Union.”

New digital signage in Kennedy Union display
upcoming events on campus. Student organizations can advertise their events by contacting
the office of Student Life and KU. MONICA
ARCARO/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SO WHICH IS MORE IMPORTANT: KEEPING OUR HEALTH CARE
SYSTEM THE WAY IT IS, OR MAKING SURE ALL CITIZEN HAVE
HEALTH INSURANCE? IT SEEMS TO ME THAT THE PROTECTION
OF AMERICAN CITIZENS SHOULD BE A NONPARTISAN ISSUE,
BUT IT IS AN INHERENTLY POLITICAL REFORM TO DISCUSS,
AND THERE WILL ALWAYS BE TWO SIDES.
GLOBAL CONNECTION
To read all of the
news staff’s blog
posts, go to

/blogs
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UD CELEBRATES 250TH ANNIVERSARY OF MARIANIST FOUNDER’S BIRTH
Celebration Events:
Thursday, Jan. 27
6 p.m., Founders’ Dinner in Kennedy Union Ballroom

Monday, Feb. 7
4:30 p.m., Marianist Heritage Lecture in the Kennedy
Union Ballroom

Friday, March 11
6 p.m., Lackner Awards Dinner honoring faculty and
staff; invitation only

Friday, April 8
12 p.m., Cincinnati Archbishop Dennis M. Schnurr
presides at Mass on the anniversary of Chaminade’s
birth in the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception;
followed by a reception

Sunday, Jan. 22, 2012
Closing Liturgies

Father Christopher Wittmann, the director of Campus Ministry, presides over a mass in honor of William Chaminade on Saturday, Jan. 22, in the RecPlex.
The university will celebrate Chaminade’s 250th birthday throughout the semester with various events. MARCI DUCKRO/LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

KAITLYN RIDEL
Staff Writer

This semester, the University of
Dayton will host events to celebrate
the 250th anniversary of the birth of
William Chaminade, the founder of
the Society of Mary.
UD kicked off the festivities with a
mass for Chaminade Day, the founder’s feast day, held on Saturday, Jan.
22, in the RecPlex. The event was
open to Marianists within the Dayton area and all members of the UD
community. The mass celebrating
Chaminade’s life and ministry was
then followed by a reception also located in the RecPlex.
Throughout the rest of the semester, there will be a wide array of
events, ranging from a Chaminade
banner dedication to Marianist
heritage lectures. These activities
aim to remind the student body of
Chaminade’s important role in UD’s
spiritual growth, as well as the development of UD as an educational
institution.
“Education is the route [through
which] the Marianist mission is
able to transform our world and
bring forth justice,” said Maureen
O’Rourke, the coordinator of Marianist activities at UD.
As a testament, the School of Education is housed within Chaminade
Hall, which is named for Chaminade.  
All of the events for the celebration center on the Founder’s Dinner

on Thursday, Jan. 27, at 6 p.m in the
Kennedy Union Ballroom. All members of the public are invited, but
RSVPs are required because space
is limited. The dinner will feature
a guest speaker who will lead the
community in celebrating the Marianist heritage of UD.

“Education is the
route [through which]
the Marianist mission
is able to transform
our world and bring
forth justice.”
Maureen O’Rourke,
Coordinator of Marianist Activities
“We celebrate Blessed Chaminade’s birthday because his life
and vision still inspire people all
over the world today to work on the
transformation of the world,” said
Father Jim Fitz, rector and chairman of the committee planning the
250th anniversary celebration.
In addition to these events, the
Marian library will display Marianist artwork throughout February, according to a university press
release. A banner of Chaminade
also will hang in Kennedy Union
throughout the year, and a statue
of Chaminade has been commissioned, which will be mounted in
KU’s Central Mall.
William Chaminade was a priest
living in Bordeaux, France, during

the time of the French Revolution
when priests were persecuted if
they refused to take an oath of allegiance to the revolutionary government. Chaminade refused to take
the oath, and was forced to go underground to spread the Christian
faith secretly.
In 1804, after the Revolution had
ended, Chaminade developed the
Sodality of the Madeleine in Bordeaux. The Sodality, which developed into the Society of Mary, or the
Marianists, is based on the idea of
sharing Mary’s mission of bringing Christ into the modern world.
Chaminade based his ministry on
the equality of all Christians, despite gender, age or rank.
“Chaminade’s work of bringing
Christ to the world, as Mary did, is
very important to the work of the
university today,” O’Rourke said.
“Our Catholic and Marianist mission grounds us and inspires us at
every level — our recruiting practices for students, the student judicial process, student housing, the
development opportunities offered
to faculty and staff, [and] the faith
formation opportunities for all faith
traditions on campus.”
For a list of the events celebrating Chaminade’s life, go to udayton.edu/news/articles/2010/12/
celebrate_chaminade_250_anniversary.php, and for more information
about these events, call the rector’s
office at (937) 229-2899.

if one sandwich is
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we deliver with
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Arizona tragedy resonates with writer
JAN.

25

NOV.

19

TUESDAY

SPRING 2011 INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
Registration for floor hockey and basketball are now open. Register online
at imleagues.com using your Lotus
Notes e-mail address to create an
account. Campus Recreation representatives will be in the lobby of the
RecPlex, Kennedy Union, Marycrest
Complex and Stuart Hall from 2 to 8
p.m. if you want to learn more about
the intramural options for this semester. All leagues and events are free to
undergraduate students and RecPlex
members, but spaces are reserved
on a first come first serve basis. Contact udintramurals@notes.udayton.
edu if you have any questions.
GROUP FITNESS KICKOFF WEEK
Come to the RecPlex this week to try
out some of the group fitness classes
being offered this spring. Classes are
free all week.

JAN. FRIDAY
SBA SUMMER 2011 STUDY

28 ABROAD
This study abroad opportunity

through the business school is open
to UD students of all majors. Summer 2011 sites through this program
include Germany, Spain, Morocco,
Rome, London and Dublin. For more
information and an application, go to
udayton.edu/business/studyabroad.
The application deadline is Friday,
Jan. 28.

CHRIS RIZER CHIEF NEWS WRITER
When I flew into the Tucson International Airport on Tuesday,
Jan. 4, I expected to leave the next
week carrying with me nothing
but memories of visiting family in
the sunny skies of a southwestern
winter, and lessons I would learn
about investigative journalism at
the Campus Coverage Project conference.
Then, on Saturday, Jan. 8, my
trip vastly changed as I sat in a
classroom at the Walter Cronkite
School of Journalism and Mass
Communication at Arizona State
University in Phoenix, and a conference director walked in and
announced that Congresswoman
Gabrielle Giffords had been shot.
I sat there not really processing
what I’d heard, partially because
we didn’t have much information
yet, but the shock only grew as
more details spilled in frenzied
confusion; first, news organizations were reporting Giffords
dead, and then correcting her status to alive and in critical condition.
A grave spotlight was on Gabrielle Giffords that morning, but
we eventually learned that she
wasn’t the only victim of 22-yearold Jared Loughner’s shooting
rampage; 13 others were injured,
and six, including a 9-year-old
girl, were dead, according to the
Arizona Daily Star.
When I saw the word “Oracle,”
flash across a CNN broadcast, a

Crime Log

The following incidents were reported to the Department of Public Safety from Jan. 6 through Jan. 18. This log was compiled by Flyer
News from actual police reports obtained from the Department of Public Safety.

Theft
Jan. 6, 10:56 a.m.
Detective Weigart recieved
a call from a faculty member
who stated he placed several
electronic items outside his
office to be picked up by UDit
on Dec. 22. On Dec. 23, at
10 a.m., he discovered they
were gone. He contacted UDit
and the biology department,
who both said they did not
pick the items up.

Theft
Jan. 10, 12:39 p.m.
Officer S. Durian was
dispatched to the police
station, where he met
with a visitor to UD, who
said her wallet had been
stolen on Sept. 11, at a
party at a university house.
The contents of her wallet
included a Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base ID, a student
ID and a debit card.

Theft
Jan. 18, 7:57 p.m.
Officer Huffman was
dispatched to Reicherd Hall
on a theft report. He met with
a 21-year-old UD student
who said between 11:30 a.m.
and 12:45 p.m. that day, his
backpack was taken from the
lobby of the building while he
was in class. Contents of the
backback included a Tangent
computer, a saxophone
mouthpiece and sheet music.

street sign I saw just three days
before went through my mind,
but even with its picture on the
screen in front of me, the shock
prevented me from making the
connection that I was that close to
the scene of the catastrophe just
days before it happened.
When the classroom emptied for
a break before our next workshop,
I called my family, both in Tucson and Ohio, and when the next
workshop resumed, the directors
of the program gave us the option
to work in a mock newsroom as a
staff figuring out the story of the
Tucson shootings.
We couldn’t help but investigate the story because we were
journalists, and we couldn’t stop
thinking about it because we were
human, and several fellow human
beings had been hurt without reason.
We worked as journalists at a
pseudo-news organization, learning how to report in the midst
of the shock of a crisis, not even
planning to produce a written or
broadcasted product.
On an undeniably real level, as
the unreality of the shock subsided, I realized we were also searching for the answer to the more human questions the entire nation
was begging.  
Those human questions started
pouring in the next evening as I
sat with my aunt in Tucson watching KGUN9, one of the city’s television news stations. The questions overflowed in my heart as
tears fell from my eyes, empty and
broken as they gazed at the faces
of the nine who died in a shooting
that happened not far from where
I sat.
Although I hold words to a high
esteem as a journalist, even for a
person in my line of work, there
are some emotions which words
can never begin to describe.
When something as tragic as
the Tucson shooting happens,
those questions we all have in
our hearts mingle so closely with
emotion that the depth of the feelings of emptiness and loss are so
powerful that words are a helpless
attempt to somehow put a label on
something we don’t understand.
That evening, the entire news
broadcast on KGUN9 was dedicated to the shooting and the
generous reaction of the Tucson
community coming together to
support each other in any way
possible through a tragedy nobody understood.
It detailed the lives of those who

were lost in the shootings, each of
them innocent and good-hearted
people with so much left to give.
Answers to technical questions,
like the condition of Gabrielle
Giffords, sifted through little by
little like the sands of the Arizona desert blowing in the wind;
the minute those hard facts blew
away, nothing but swift and empty
nothingness filled their place as
the station ended its broadcast
naming those lost in the shooting.
They displayed their pictures,
with each followed by a moment
of silence, and tears no doubt
flooded the eyes of countless
viewers as we all wondered how
something so horrible could have
happened.
My heart broke a thousand times
when the innocent face of 9-yearold Christina Green appeared on
the screen, and even more so on
the next evening broadcast when
KGUN9 visited her grade school
where her “classmates tied balloons, ribbons and stuffed animals to the fence in honor of their
friend while they struggled to understand their friend’s death.”
When I boarded the plane for
Ohio the next morning, the sadness didn’t stay in Arizona as the
plane took off toward the snowy
Midwest.
Some of those sunny skies came
back with me to Ohio from the joy
of visiting family in Tucson and
of the wonderful experience I’d
had at the workshop in Phoenix,
but it was laced with the utter sadness of the tragedy in Tucson.
As I drove from the Cleveland
Hopkins International Airport to
my home in McDonald, Ohio, on
slick, snow-covered roads, there
was no doubt that I was in a different state completely, and my
heart lagged like my tires on the
slushy roads as I remembered the
tragedy in Tucson.
Then, as I drove into my small,
Ohio hometown, I saw something
oddly comforting in a flag waving
at half-mast, no doubt flying in
respect for those lost and healing,
physically and at heart, in Arizona.
I saw a support for the ailing,
and respect for the dead, stretching thousands of miles across a
country that joined together to
mend itself. That flag held the last
lesson I carried home from Tucson; when one part of our country
is broken, America still stands as
one.   
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CLICK!

Think you’ve got an eye for photography? Here’s your chance to get it published. Just
send your ‘CLICK’ picture to editor@flyernews.com along with your first and last name
and a brief description. Click away!
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UD students take advantage of the recent snowfall to go sledding down Stuart Hill. THERESA BEHRENS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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ON-CAMPUS SUSTAINABILITY PROJECT MAKES IMPACT ON STUDENT NEIGHBORHOODS
JEN CHENEY

Assistant News Editor
As part of the University of Dayton’s newest sustainability project,
the Greenhouse Effect, students
are now receiving report card
grades based on their power usage,
an effort which has made a significant impact on energy use.  
Senior electrical engineering
major Nicky Hanus has been working on this project for her thesis.
Hanus said there is a difference in
energy use since implementation
of the report cards.
“In a survey of over 350 students, 48 percent admitted their
first grade [on the report cards]
did prompt them to make changes
in their energy use,” she said. “The
report cards have aided them in
gauging their energy use, thus increasing energy consciousness.”
This sustainability effort has already saved the university money
as well.

“According to our numbers, the
approximately 300 houses and 150
apartments [tracked] saved a total
of $7,320 during the months of November and December alone,” said
Nathan Lammers, a graduate assistant in the program for renewable
and clean energy.
According to Lammers, students
will soon be able to reap the benefits of the university’s cut costs.
The administration agreed to provide monetary incentives to the
top 30 performing houses and top
15 apartments for February and
March.
“The houses have been doing
well and may potentially do better
if they get more reward than just
an ‘A’ on their report card,” Lammers said.
The only components taken into
account when grading a house are
the natural gas and electricity use,
according to Lammers. Water use
isn’t included, but it may be added
in years to come.  Students’ electric-

Classifieds
HOUSING

NEWLY RENOVATED HOUSES-APARTMENTS.
5 minute walk to UD. Call UD grad. John
Poley 937-223-9790
Leo’s Quality Student Housing
The Original! Behind Panera Bread
Secure your housing for next year
Furnished, some homes with leather

ity and natural gas use per month
are compared to the use of previous
residents of the same house. The
more energy saved against that initial grade set by previous residents,
the better grade is earned.
While some students believe residing in older houses puts them at
a disadvantage, this is not the case,
according to Lammers.  Each house
is compared not with other houses,
but only with its own energy use in
previous years.
Junior chemistry major Siobhan
Finnen said the report card has decreased energy usage in her home.
Finnen said her house’s grade of
a B in November encouraged her
and her roommates to be more conscious about their gas and electricity use, which resulted in an A+
grade for December.
“The report card did make me
more aware of energy use, as a reminder that just because I don’t [directly] pay for the electric doesn’t
mean it’s not being used,” she said.

HOW TO MAKE THE GRADE
Make sure you don’t leave windows open if you
are trying to heat or cool the house.
Remove air conditioners from windows during
the winter months.
Turn off lights and electric appliances when you
are at class or asleep.
In the winter months, turn the thermostat down
while sleeping, at class or off campus for break.
Be sure to lock windows just slightly, to avoid
wearing down the seal.

Flyer News reserves the right to reject, alter or omit advertisements. Advertisements must conform to the policies of Flyer
News. For a review of these policies, contact the Flyer News business office. Business Office: 937.229.3813; Fax: 937.229.3893;
E–mail: advertising@flyernews.com   Web site:  www.flyernews.com/advertising

living room sets, Maytag washer/dryer
Some homes with marble bathrooms,
off street parking, first class.
Check out website leosrentals.com or call
(937)456-7743 or cell (937)371-1046.
Availability 3-5 students
65, 63, 57, 49, 29, 38, 40, 50 Jasper St.
119 Fairground, 48, 50 Woodland, 42, 46
Frankstreet. To make your stay comfortable and a very enjoyable schoolyear.

LAST CHANCE: LANDLORD HOUSING
IN GHETTO FOR 20111/2012 SCHOOL
YEAR. Deluxe 2 person house. Go to
www.udlandlordhouse.com, then
click 412 Kiefaber.

Don’t miss your chance to advertise in the Flyer News!
CONTACT US TODAY!!
advertising@flyernews.com
937-229-3813
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Simply the best: 2010’s top three films
ALEX CHILTON, STAFF WRITER
Flyer News ﬁlm critic Alex Chilton shares his picks for the best ﬁlms
of 2010, and looks at how they will
stack up at the 83rd Annual Academy Awards, airing at 8 p.m. Sunday,
Feb. 27, on ABC.

3. “THE SOCIAL NETWORK”
“The Social Network” follows the
real-life story of Mark Zuckerberg
(Jesse Eisenberg), and the creation
and founding of the social networking website and company, Facebook.
The founding of Facebook holds
an intriguing and intense drama
portraying the creation of alli-

ances, the shattering of bonds and
the creation of a permanent social
change in American society.
“The Social Network” contains
flawless editing, a well done story
structure and all around good acting brought together under the visionary direction of David Fincher.
Winner of Best Drama at the
Golden Globes and slated to win
Best Picture at the Academy
Awards, “The Social Network” is a
truly formidable film.
Why “The Social Network” is low
on my list has more to do with reality’s limitations on story and characters than any actual flaw in the
film itself.

2. “TRUE GRIT”
“True Grit” is undoubtedly the
best Western to come out in 2010,
and is arguably fair competition
with that of classics such as “Rio
Bravo.” The film follows the jour-

ney of a young girl (Hailee Steinfeld) as she seeks to avenge the
death of her father and employs
the help of mercenary “Rooster”
Cogburn (Jeff Bridges) and a Texas
Ranger, LaBoeuf (Matt Damon), to
catch the murderer (Josh Brolin).
The film was directed and written
by Joel and Ethan Coen.
From the start, the audience is
absorbed in the Wild West society
of “True Grit.” And when Steinfeld takes off to find the murderer
of her father, the audience is swept
along with her.
The film’s actors do a magnificent job of portraying their characters — Hailee Steinfeld as the
resourceful, eager young girl, Jeff
Bridges as the tired, old “Rooster”
Cogburn, and Matt Damon as the
cocky, sometimes comedic, LaBoeuf. These personas are just the
tip of the iceberg, as the characters
are so complex that they are never

truly revealed until the end of the
film.
“True Grit” will be a strong contender for Best Picture, Best Adapted Screenplay, Best Director, and
Best Actor from Jeff Bridges at the
Academy Awards.

1. “BLACK SWAN”
Breathtaking. This film will grab
you, partly because of its scare factor. However, the sheer intensity of
the drama itself is the real draw.
“Black Swan” stars Natalie Portman as a young ballet dancer, Nina.
She is a perfectionist, and is worried about an upcoming audition
for the popular ballet “Swan Lake.”
Nina eventually gets the lead
part in the production but is tasked
with playing both the good and fair
white swan, and the evil, seductive
black swan.
The rest of the movie follows
Nina through her rehearsals and
JS: Well, I go upstairs. I’ve got a TV
up there.
TG: And there’s a TV in our room, so
it’s really just between Andrew and
Greg down here.
CJ: I don’t play that much. When we
started, I played like a banshee for
two weeks.

THE MEN OF

55
CHAMBERS
FOR AN EXCLUSIVE PORCH
PROFILE VIDEO

Roommates: Juniors Chris Jaymes, John Skarzynski, Greg Kazee, Tim
Gorman. Not pictured: Kyle Freuck, Andrew Kuttler. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/STAFF

PHOTOGRAPHER

House Specs: Two double bedrooms, two single bedrooms (one with a
sink), two bathrooms, breakfast nook, uninstalled dishwasher, barbecue
grill, entertainment system with assortment of video game consoles,
hockey equipment, driveway

>> www.flyernews.com

Flyer News: What are some of the
advantages of living at 55 Chambers?
All: The driveway.
Chris Jaymes: Its very existence.
Tim Gorman: It’s amazing.
John Skarzynski: We’ll use it to unload groceries.
Greg Kazee: The worst thing was
during the snow day, when someone
parked in front of it.
FN: Are there any outdoor activities
you like to do?
TG: I sat on the porch all the time
when it was sunny.
JS: And I’d do my homework out

there.
TG: We’d also hold drinking games
out there, only for people of age. But
that area’s great for drunkball.
CJ: We’ve had a couple of big parties.
FN: What’s most noticeable about 55
Chambers?
CJ: The weird arrangement.
GK: The downstairs bathroom’s in
an odd place [off of my bedroom].
JS: Weird arrangement’s sorta the
theme of the house. Like, my bedroom has a sink in it.
TG: And yet, right across from the
room is the actual bathroom.
FN: Tell us all about the parts of your

entertainment system.
GK: We have an Insignia TV that’s
37 inches. Yay, off brand. We have a
Logitech sound system.
All: And an Xbox ... a PS3 ... It’s unhooked. ... another Xbox ... two PSPs.
JS: And a Wii.
TG: Also, put down that we have a
Dreamcast [Sega video game console].
CJ: And a Virtual Boy [an early
Nintendo 3D console]. Plus, Greg has a Super Nintendo sign that lights up and is
really cool.
FN: So, what happens when all of you
want to play a game?

FN: What would I find in your refrigerator?
TG: Lemme go see. [Checks] Eggs.
Lots of spaghetti sauce. Condiments.
Gin. Salsa. Vegetables.
CJ: The freezer’s really where the
action’s at. We’ve got a whole frozen
chicken, whipped vodka.
GK: It doesn’t work out so well, whipping it.
FN: Had you all lived together or
known each other before 55 Chambers?
TG: Well, John and I went to the same
high school, and we all lived on the
same floor [of Campus South] last
year. Except CJ, he was an RA. But
we had an empty bed, and he’d sleep
over.
CJ: I used the hell out of that bed.
JS: One of the nice things about
Chambers is it’s pretty far out, that
when we throw a party, we aren’t going to get that many random people.
At least, so far we haven’t.
TG: And our RC [Residence Coordinator] Ro is great.
GK: She’ll let us use her recycle bin.
CJ: I hope she notices we shoveled
her driveway.
FN: What are some disadvantages of
living at 55 Chambers?
TG: The heating sucks.
JS: My bed’s terrible.

development of her characters.
This becomes not only an artistic
pursuit for her, but also a true psychological transformation, as she
mentally breaks down and literally
becomes her characters.
Natalie Portman, who won a
Golden Globe for her role and is
slated to win Best Actress at the
Academy Awards, and director
Darren Aronofsky take you on an
intense psychological journey that
blends art with life and metaphor
with reality, which will leave you
speechless minutes after seeing the
film.
“Black Swan,” nothing less than
a masterpiece, is the best film of
2010.
Watch for the “Guess the Academy Award Winners” contest, debuting this week on A&E editor
Frank Stanko’s “Talking Theater
with Frank” blog, exclusively at ﬂyernews.com.
TG: We tried blocking off all the
vents, and we still couldn’t get any
heat in our room.
CJ: Thank you, maintenance.
TG: So we’ve got to put that work order in.
GK: The plumbing’s terrible. We
have no disposal.
TG: It’s not a nice house.
JG: It’s just a converted house.
GK: Like they did just enough fixes to
make it livable for six people.
JS: I mean, look at this living room.
TG: The windows are painted, so you
can’t open them very well.
GK: They painted over most of the
switches. The phone on the wall
doesn’t actually work.
JS: I mean, our original option was
Gardens, so to be in a house is better.
TG: But for seven grand a person per
semester, it’s not worth it.
JS: We’ve got rickety bed frames, and
lopsided mattresses.
TG: It’s junky as crap. [Points to a
chair that’s not fully supported] Feel
that chair.
CJ: Those report cards of the furnishings? Most of our stuff got a C
or lower.
TG: And yet, we have a great time
here. It’s the people that make a
home. Home is what you make it.
GK: I quite like my bed.
CJ: Let that be noted that Greg is the
only student in UD who likes his bed.
FN: Any plans for your backyard in
the spring?
GK: Up until they tore down the
house behind us, we didn’t have a
backyard; we just had a strip of concrete. So this is new for us.
TG: Maybe a party that stretches all
the way to the yard, with a concert.
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ROUND THE CLOCK FUN AT MEAD
Tour company of ‘9
to 5’ to blend music,
humor, insight about
women in workforce
FRANK STANKO
A&E Editor

Starting Tuesday, Feb. 1, the Victoria Theatre Association will present
“9 to 5,” the musical adaptation of the
1980 Lily Tomlin-Dolly Parton-Jane
Fonda comedy about secretaries who
get revenge on their boss.  
The production, with music and lyrics by Parton, will run through Sunday, Feb. 6, at the Schuster Center’s
Mead Theatre.
According to cast-member Kenneth
Joseph “K.J.” Hippensteel, female empowerment songs like “Get Out and
Stay Out” highlight the show’s message.
“It’s a show about women’s rights,”
he said. “The show takes place in 1979,
and even my parents have said that’s
how it was, how women have had to
fight to take charge.”
The musical stars Dee Hoty as working mother Violet, “American Idol”
runner-up Diana DeGarmo as “backwoods Barbie” Doralee, and Mamie
Parris as office novice Judy.
The three female leads give fantastic performances, according to Hippensteel.
“Dee’s great; she’s gotten [three]
Tony nominations,” he said. “Diana’s
a good actress and sounds just like
Dolly [Parton]. But Mamie, she’s the
type you’re really going [to the show]
to see.”
Judy’s big song, “Get Out and Stay
Out,” is well-suited to Parris, Hippensteel said.
“I think she’s going to be the next
big thing,” he said. “She’s got a big

“American Idol” runner-up Diana DeGarmo (center) is Doralee in “9 to 5,” playing at the Mead Theatre starting Tuesday, Feb. 1. DIANE SCHOEFFLER-WARREN/VICTORIA THEATRE ASSOCIATION
Broadway sound, and I think the
song sounds better than how it did on
Broadway.”
Hippensteel has a unique role in “9
to 5.” During a normal performance,
he plays Bob, one of the  office’s weasels.  At the same time, he knows the
lines and blocking for the roles of Joe,
Violet’s love interest, and Dwayne,
Doralee’s supportive husband.  If the
actors playing Joe and Dwayne have
to miss a performance, Hippensteel
would go on for them.
Along with his understudy duties,
Hippensteel also serves as a “swing”
for “9 to 5.”   If any other male cast

member can’t make a performance
and there isn’t an understudy for the
role, Hippensteel would take that castmember’s place.
“I have gone on at three separate
occasions for two separate parts,” Hippensteel said.
Joe and Dwayne, Hippensteel said,
are nurturing characters.
“Joe is an overly kind individual,
who is stuck on Violet,” he said. “He’s
significantly younger than her, and
stops at pretty much nothing to make
her feel good. He’s pretty honorable.
Dwayne is Doralee’s rock. When
things get rough, he holds down the

A CHAT WITH “BING” DAVIS
NEWS FROM THE “WEDDING GUESTS” SET

A&E Writers Needed
Want to write about art, music, film, TV and theater?
Contact Frank Stanko at frankstanko@hotmail.com.

local and global
arts and events
SATURDAY HAS NOTHING ON
THURSDAY! This week’s Thursday Night Live will feature acclaimed student musicians Bridget Egan, Lauren Porter and Kelly
Fine. The event will take place from
9 to 11 p.m. Thursday, Jan 27, at
ArtStreet Café. To learn more, go
to artstreet.udayton.edu.

fort, and sends her out with a good outlook and a peanut butter sandwich.”
Hippensteel, who received a fine
arts degree with a focus on musical
theater from Wright State University,
previously spent over a year as sleazy
fiancé Glen in “The Wedding Singer’s”
tour.
“The tour was full of young people,
newcomers on their first show,” he
said. “There was drama.”
The “9 to 5” tour, Hippensteel said,
has been smoother.
“We’re more relaxed and laid back,”
he said. “It’s a mix of professionals,
people who live to be here. There’s no

knocking heads. It’s a really great atmosphere.”
Evening performances for “9 to 5”
are at 8 p.m., with the exception of a
7:30 p.m. performance on Sunday, Feb.
6. Matinées are at 2 p.m. on Saturday,
Feb. 5, and Sunday, Feb. 6. Admission
for “9 to 5” ranges from $32 to $81 for
weeknight performances, and $38 to
$86 for weekend performances.
Hippensteel said the show’s mixture
of social consciousness and musical
comedy makes for an entertaining
performance.
“It’s a great project and something
to be proud of,” he said.

WHAT YOU REALLY WANT TO DO IS DIRECT! But first you have to
cast. Film Connections is holding a workshop from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 25, at ThinkTV, 110 S. Jefferson St. The workshop will teach
filmmakers how to find the right actors for their projects. Presenters
include Karri O’Reilly, who has been involved with over 100 features,
short films, commercials and television programs. The workshop is free
for FilmDayton members, $5 for non-members and $1 for non-member
students. For more information, go to filmdayton.com.
IT’S A BLUE WEDNESDAY at ArtStreet’s Studio E. Paula Krauss will
teach a workshop on cyanotype – a photography process that produces a blue, or cyan, print – from 7 to 9 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 26.
Materials will be provided for participants, who are asked to wear stainable clothes. To register, go to artstreet.udayton.edu/workshops.
“RIDE THE DIVIDE,” the 2010 Vail Film Festival’s winner for “Best
Adventure Film,” will play for one night only at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
Jan. 26, at the Neon, 130 E. Fifth St. The film follows three mountain
bikers’ journey through the world’s toughest bike race. Tickets are still
available. For more information, go to www.neonmovies.com.
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“No person is your friend who demands your silence or denies
your right to grow. ”
Alice Walker, author, 1983

China:

fneditorial

Respect crucial to relationship; questions of politics, economy hypocritical

BILLY JOE:

NEW POSTER GREAT REMINDER OF UD’S HERITAGE, HISTORY
As students returned to classes, they may have noticed a new face in
the crowd. Hanging almost two floors tall, the painting of Father William
Joseph Chaminade, or as one religion teacher refers to him “Billy Joe,”
is sure to catch the eyes of anyone entering the first floor of Kennedy
Union.
We at Flyer News were initially quite startled by the looming look of
our founder, but have since grown to appreciate the image. We feel the
giant poster addresses many concerns on this campus.
As a Marianist school, it’s essential to have a grasp of our heritage.
Billy Joe is the reason UD exists as it does today. A French father, of
the vowed religious sort, he founded the society of Mary following the
tumultuous time of the French Revolution. His devotion to the Virgin
Mother led him to inspire others to commit to her way of life through
teaching.
His dedication, the base of our community, is aptly conveyed through
his passionate gaze. One immediately knows his French roots and hard
work reconciling priests separated from the Church by revolution. Reading the important acts of his life or some of his famous words would have
been too difficult and time consuming for students on their way to lunch,
but the images sum it all up together.
Its sheer size is a testament to the importance of the Marianist charism
on campus; its spirit pervades all aspects, from classroom décor to first
year videos to syllabi and beyond. As a staff, we couldn’t conceive of a
better way to spend hundreds of tuition dollars. The poster reminds us
your image matters most and that architectural asymmetry is a small
price to pay for a constant reminder of our history. All semester long,
as we staffers head upstairs to write or downstairs to eat, we will look
fondly on our founder.

fnstaff
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REBECCA YOUNG OPINIONS EDITOR
It is one thing to wish for the
“peaceful rise” of a country based on
sound economic principles and fair
political practices; it is another to be
able to credibly exhort others to develop following these rules.
As the visit of China’s President
Hu concluded last week, American
news organizations tentatively hailed
the minor progress that seemed to be
made between the two countries.
China received all the formal to-do
befitting a global player and economic partner of the United States, with
President Obama hosting only his
third formal state dinner of his presidency. Such black-tie recognition was
clutch for a country and a leader who
sometimes feel taken less than seriously by the U.S. The Chinese delegation also signed numerous trade deals
with the Americans, something both
sides hailed as crucial to creating jobs
and fostering economic openness.
In addition to the economic deals,
which are measured in millions of
dollars and thousands of jobs, the
visit also emphasized a much more
subtle trade of words. Hu’s response
to questions about human rights and
the Korean peninsula were as notable

as deals for new airplanes from Boeing.
Yet such pressure for the perfect
answer on subjects of internal politics and economic policy leave the
United States looking disingenuous
at best and hypocritical at worst.
America exhorts China to practice
sound economic policy as it rapidly
grows into a global power. But there
exists a desire to place constraints
on China, as well as other developing countries, that ultimately would
impede their growth, while forgetting the rapid and haphazard rise of
America. When we complain about
China exploiting workers in order to
make cheaper products faster, we forget that for almost a century, American industry thrived through the exploitation of forced labor.
Additionally, when we stress the
need for environmentally friendly
processes, we fail to remember we
spent lifetimes polluting with regard
for nothing but profits. We risk not
only historical hypocrisy when we
scold China about its economic policies. Today, no other country in the
world has more external debt than
the States, and China holds close to
a trillion dollars of it. Furthermore,
our complaints about human rights
have a potential to ring hollow.
One emblematic issue is the house
arrest of a recent Chinese Nobel
Peace Prize winner. While the most
recent American winner of the Nobel Peace Prize can’t leave the house

without the government knowing
either, the press paparazzi surrounding Obama is nothing compared to
the house arrest of the 2010 winner,
Liu Xiaobo. The tendency of China to
suppress those who disagree with it is
a dangerous game for both the country and its citizens.
Nevertheless, America has very little credibility to tell China to keep its
nose and opinions out of other countries, such as Taiwan or North Korea.
Iraq is one of multiple areas in which
the U.S. decided it knew best and intervened to impose the proper values.
We might dislike the fact China
has Taiwan set in its sights, but we
can’t claim the importance of noninterference when we sell arms to
the Taiwanese. Additionally, criticizing China for its jailing dissidents is
hard to do while we imprison people
indefinitely in places like Guantanamo Bay. The most important thing
needed between China and the United States is respect, but this cannot be
achieved if America insists on holding China to standards itself never
met. Friends can encourage others
to live better, but America currently
has neither the moral high ground
nor the friendship of China.
America must take an honest look
at its policies, both political and economic, and set aside its notions of
supreme superiority if any process
is truly to be made with China. That
would be something worth celebrating with a black-tie dinner.

Word on the street...

If you could study abroad in any country, where would it be?
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“Australia, because I would love
to go scuba diving there in my
free time.”
EMILY MAY
FRESHMAN
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY

“We’d go to Germany, because of the pretzels and the
mountains.”

“Spain, because I love the Spanish language and culture, and
I’ve never been there.”

PAT DYER, PREMEDICINE
SCOTT ZINGALE, ENGINEERING
FRESHMEN

MAGGIE GILLESPIE
GRADUATE STUDENT
HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
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Student embraces MLK’s dream

JACOB ROSEN, SPORTS EDITOR
What is your personal dream for
the University of Dayton? That was
the question I pondered during my
involvement with UD’s first annual
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. retreat from Saturday, Jan. 15, through
Monday, Jan. 17.
I had one of the most enriching
experiences of my life through this
unique collaborative effort between
Campus Ministry, the Office of Multicultural Affairs, the Center for Social
Concern and several other campus
departments. The weekend’s goal
was to enable students to see King’s
three main principles of nonviolent
activism, economic inequality and
racial injustice, and use these ideas to
inspire change for our campus.
Coming from a diverse public high
school in Akron, Ohio, this weekend
was the first time I ever felt a true
sense of belonging in two and a half
years at UD. The retreat included a
group of 23 total students, and on the
surface, it seemed that none us were
really alike in terms of our racial,
cultural, ethnic, religious and campus affiliations.
But within these differences, there
developed a tremendous potential
for understanding, coming together,
and embracing common goals and
dreams. Despite our apparent differences, we responded similarly to
King’s famous comment of “injustice
anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.”
What inspired me the most from
these discussions was a newfound
ability to see people from a more observant perspective. At one point, we
explored uncomfortable case studies
of actual injustice at our very own
UD, and I was impressed by our ability to identify some common ground
beliefs of nonviolent activism.
The two most poignant cases
we discussed included a common
tendency to avoid socializing with
African-American students, and an

uncomfortably closed-minded attitude toward openly gay students. In
both examples, there was an inference that neither belongs here, and it
opened my eyes to how a continuous
support system doesn’t always exist
for all of our peers.
After listening to the insights of
all the people on the retreat, I formed
a new set of personal beliefs about
what is impeding this campus from
becoming a better place for all.
Far too often, we all suffer from
complacency within this UD “community,” and we struggle to be aware
of a potential clique mentality that
has enveloped our actual practice of
the word. We are often far too comfortable within our own individual
niches on campus just like the classic
Flyer News expose on racially segregated tables in the Kennedy Union
dining hall last year. So once again,
this beckons King’s statement of “Almost always, the creative, dedicated
minority has made the world better.”
We must exhibit zealousness for
acceptance and a curious intrigue for
being open-minded, and create a perpetuating system that supports such
behavior in all aspects of UD life. And
finally, such passion must result in
an eagerness for breaking through
traditional comfort zones, along with
an unassuming discipline in working
together toward a united goal.
Our community could be doing
more, and it is through an awareness
of the potential for an opportunity
that students, faculty, staff and Dayton residents can re-realize an ideal
dream of community together en
masse.
As King once said, “We must learn
to live together as brothers, or perish together as fools,” and through
that inspiration, we should continue
to strive toward being accepting, and
always finding ways to improve the
lives of all people around the world.
And there is no better place to start
living this dream than with our very
own UD.
I invite you to strike up a conversation with someone new about your
dreams for this campus, and discover
these curious opportunities for common ground and hope.

ourpolicy
Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of the University of
Dayton. It works to serve the campus community and offers a
forum for opinion. The university makes no representations or
warranties regarding products or services advertised in Flyer
News. Flyer News reserves the right to edit or reject all copy. Flyer
News does not necessarily uphold or advocate the opinions in the
columns, letters or cartoons appearing in the opinion pages. Send
50 to 350-word letters to the editor at: editor@flyernews.
com. Submissions must include name, major, year and
phone number.

letters to the editor
Americans should resolve to be more grateful in new year
Little black dress? Check. Champagne? Check. Watching Dick Clark
count down to the new year in Times
Square? Check. New Year’s kiss at
midnight? Check. Sound familiar?
For one reason or another, the new
year always brings a lavish party and
a restored hope for self-betterment.
Some wish for luck, others money,
and many wish for love. The resolutions we make to ourselves at the beginning of each new year are daring,
robust and often too impractical to
achieve in the month of January, let
alone the rest of the year.
After spending a week of my
Christmas vacation in the mountains of Central America completely
devoid of modern resources, I’ve decided that my New Year’s resolution
will not stem from the typical repertoire of losing weight, watching less
TV or spending more time with loved
ones. In fact, precisely less than one
hour after my flight landed in San Pedro Sula, Honduras, it was inherently
obvious to me that we, as a society,
have completely lost our sentiment

of gratefulness.
We complain about the traffic on
our way to work, failing to appreciate
both the car and infrastructure that
allowed us to arrive there safely.
We become frustrated with temporary power outages, while in parts of
the world, people go without the luxury of electricity for their entire lives.
We are struggling to fight an obesity epidemic in our country, yet
malnutrition and starvation are commonplace in the rest of the world.
We dread homework and registration for classes, forgetting the millions of illiterate people who will
never learn to read and write in their
native language.
We resent the wait at the health
center, emergency room or doctor’s
office, while many travel (no, not
drive) several hours to medical clinics that may not be able to treat them
upon arrival.
We are continually irritated by the
everyday hassles of out Tangent computers, when there are millions of
people who couldn’t pay for, let alone

conceptualize a computer no matter
how hard they tried.
We pay inordinate amounts of
money for the best Internet connection in our homes and on our mobile
phones, but we completely neglect to
be thankful that we have the ability to
be obsessively connected to technology every minute of our day.
We grumble about having to park
in the furthest possible spot in the
parking lot, when owning a car places
us amongst the wealthiest, most fortunate people in the entire world.
Look around. We live in the finest
country in the world. We can participate in the government, practice
any religion we choose, and have an
excess of resources and luxuries all
the while. However, I think all of us
forget truly how much privilege we
have every day.  
This new year, be proud to be
American, but more importantly, be
grateful for it, too!

SARAH PICKLO
SENIOR
DIETETICS, SPANISH

Woes of South Sudan’s independence
Voting ended in Southern Sudan
this Friday, Jan. 15, on whether or not
the Southern tip of the country would
succeed from the North. Counting is
underway, and the results are expected to be announced on Sunday, Jan.
30. According to the Associated Press,
10 sample polling stations reported 96
percent participation, far past the 60
percent necessary to validate the results, with 96 percent for succession
and three percent in opposition.  
These predictions are not a surprise to those who were watching
the plebiscite; overwhelming support
was expected far in advance.  
The differences between the North
and South have led to constant tensions between the two since the
country’s independence.  The North
is situated in the arid Sahara Desert,
and its inhabitants generally speak
Arabic, and are Arab Muslims and
better educated than those in the
South. Southern Sudan boasts more
fertile farmland and a population
that mainly consists of black Christians and animists.  
When Sudan was under colonial
British rule, the British ruled the
North and South separately, but
upon independence, the two merged,
and the new capital was set in the
North at Khartoum.  Due to fears the
North would dominate the new country, a civil war broke out, the first of
two that would stretch on for half a
century.

But to think that this referendum
will usher in a new era of peace
would be misleading. South Sudan is
on the precipice of independence and
all of its ills.  The euphoria over independence will be short lived when the
government surveys the South Sudan it will govern: an impoverished
state still reeling from years of civil
war and neglect by the Northern government in Khartoum, a tall order for
our newest country.  
The first step should be to smooth
relations over with the North who
controls the mail oil pipeline.  An economic deal could be struck whereby
the North could profit from the vast
oil fields in the South in return for
investments in Southern infrastructure.
A compromise over the disputed
border region of Abyei should be
hammered out immediately. This
volatile region is home to two heavily
armed groups, the Ngok Dinka tribe
supporting the South and the Misseriya tribe supporting the North.
This patch of oil-rich land could be
a constant and explosive thorn in
North-South relations if not dealt
with accordingly.
Charming investors should be the
next priority.  Convincing foreign investors that South Sudan is a friendly
place for business could attract more
investments in its infrastructure
and provide jobs for its 8.26 million
citizens. All of this must be in done in

hopes that it will improve its ability
to provide basic services for its people, something the South Sudanese
government has a bad history of accomplishing. This responsibility will
be crucial to South Sudan’s survival.  
One need only look at Tunisia to see
what happens to governments inept
at providing food and employment
opportunities to its population.
Stimulating economic growth will
be difficult, but solving South Sudan’s social problems will be even
more so.  Just as in Abyei, armed militant groups roam the countryside,
and tribal warfare is common. Mass
warfare between these groups and
the government would chronically
destabilize the country without international intervention, leaving it easy
prey for the North who would not
want a failed state on its border, and
on those oil fields. To guard against
this, the South Sudanese government
will need a loyal, effective military
and police force as well as strong governance — not the norm for newly
established countries.  
The battle for sustainable independence has just begun.   But the new
year is a time for optimism and new
beginnings. Here’s to hoping this
New Year’s resolution will last until
the next new year rolls around.

EMILY JIRLES
JUNIOR
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
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NCAA Tournament

First Four preparations underway at UD Arena
CHRIS MOORMAN

Wabler announced the formation
of a First Four Local Organizing Committee at a press confer-

BETTER HANDLES
The Dayton men’s basketball team
committed just six turnovers in
a 34-point victory over Fordham
University on Saturday, Jan. 22. It
was the third time in UD’s last four
games that the Flyers have committed less than 10 turnovers.

Lead Sports Staff Writer
The University of Dayton Arena
is getting a high-profile makeover.
As part of the local preparations
for the First Four NCAA Tournament games this coming March,
four new video boards will be added
to the corners of UD Arena, and a
recently unveiled committee will
handle the final touches on the overall project.
The First Four is a new concept
for this year’s NCAA Division I
men’s basketball tournament. Since
2001, UD Arena has hosted the single
play-in game that stood in addition to
the traditional 64-team bracket. But
the NCAA announced in September
that the First Four will increase the
bracket size to 68 teams, and will include four new games played over
two days. The eight teams to participate in the First Four will be four
teams that received automatic conference championship bids, and the
final four at-large teams that made
it into the tournament.
UD director of athletics Tim

DID YOU KNOW?

CLIMBING UP

Senior guard Kristin Daugherty and
junior forward Justine Raterman
continued their ascent up the
women’s basketball record books
with UD’s game at the University
of Richmond on Saturday, Jan. 22.
Both joined respective all-time top
10 leaderboards, as Daugherty has
1,326 points in her Dayton career
and Raterman has 622 rebounds.

HOME STRETCH
Four brand new video boards have been installed at the University of Dayton Arena, as the school and the community continue planning for the
First Four NCAA Tournament games in March. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
ence on Tuesday, Jan. 4. According
to Wabler, a committee like the LOC
is nothing new for a city hosting a

Fours or the College World Series –
Local Organizing Committees coordinate the focus of the community

“Everyone who comes to the
games will have a great experience not only at the arena, but also

large sporting event.
“Whenever you look at major
sporting events – bowl games, Final

to support the event,” Wabler said at
the press conference. “So today we
are announcing a Local Organizing
Committee to lead the charge to not
only help successfully launch the
First Four for the NCAA, but to also
give us the best chance to keep it in
Dayton by selling out the First Four
games.”
The first goal of the newly
formed, 19-member committee was
the revamping of the 41-year-old UD
Arena with four 12-by-22 foot video
boards. The new video screens —
which cost $1.6 million — were a
mandate from the NCAA, according
to Tim O’Connell, senior associate
director of athletics and executive
director of UD Arena.
The video boards are operational and will be in use for the Flyers
home game on Wednesday, Feb. 2,
against St. Bonaventure University,
but the committee has more work in
store for the First Four.
To ensure the First Four’s success, the LOC has two more phases
to its plan. The first is to create an
enjoyable experience for participants, and thus the LOC assembled
a subcommittee solely responsible
for the well-being of the traveling
parties, according to O’Connell. He
said the subcommittee will work
to make sure the teams and people
who come to Dayton for the First
Four have a first-class experience in
terms of hotels and dining as well as
quality transportation to and from
the airport.

around the city itself,” O’Connell
said.  
The final phase is to sell out the
event, according to O’Connell. This
is the most important aspect for the
LOC, he said. A ticket subcommittee was created to sell out the First
Four, and according to O’Connell,
almost 5,000 tickets are left for the
event. He said the committee isn’t
worried about the amount of tickets
still remaining, though.
“Ticket [sales] are a little sluggish, which does not surprise us,”
O’Connell said. “Our ticket [sales]
subcommittee is out there talking to
people, and we anticipate tickets are
going to go very quickly.”
The First Four is expected to
bring in $3 million for the Dayton
community this year, according to
UD officials. The LOC wants to make
sure the First Four stays in Dayton.
According to O’Connell, the Dayton
community could expect $10 million
from hosting the First Four in addition to the second and third round
games. An NCAA tournament event
like the First Four brings economic
benefits, and exposure to the Dayton
community, O’Connell said.
“The First Four like the Final
Four has the full focus of Turner
[Broadcasting Company] on Dayton, Ohio, for three straight days,”
O’Connell said. “So the exposure
that the community is going to get
is invaluable. I mean, you just can’t
put a number to it.”  

For the third consecutive meet,
senior Dayton throwers Mallory
Barnes and Kerry Allen finished first
and second in the weight throw at
the All-Ohio Indoor Championships
in Kent, Ohio, on Saturday, Jan. 22.
Barnes’ throw of 64-2 1/2 won first,
with Allen finishing in second place.
with a final mark of 62-2 1/4.

inside the

NUMBERS

1

The Flyers’ women’s basketball team handed the University of Richmond its first
Atlantic 10 Conference loss
this season on Saturday, Jan.
22. UD improved to 3-2 in the
A-10 with the 66-55 win.

8

Redshirt junior guard Josh
Parker went 8-for-14 from the
three-point line in the men’s
basketball 91-57 win over
Fordham University on Saturday, Jan. 22. Parker’s eight
threes were one shy of Norm
Grevey’s UD record of nine.

91

Points scored by the Flyers
men’s basketball team in Saturday’s win over the Rams. It
was the team’s most points
scored since a 96-68 win
over the University of Massachusetts on Feb. 27, 2010.
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THE BOOTS: ANALYZING UD’S CURRENT CONFERENCE STATUS
JACOB ROSEN, SPORTS EDITOR
The Boots is Flyer News Sports
Editor Jacob Rosen’s way of applauding or criticizing various newsworthy events in the world of sports.
The word “Boot” refers to a torturous
childhood nickname from his older
brothers, and thus, this serves as his
own personal sports writing payback.
BOOT UP: CJ Heating Up – Almost lost within the back-and-forth
play of the University of Dayton
men’s basketball team lately has
been the improved performance of
junior forward Chris Johnson. Last
year’s winner of the Atlantic 10
Conference Chris Daniels Most Improved Player Award, Johnson was
expected to lead the Flyers again
this season alongside senior forward
Chris Wright. But the younger Chris
stumbled out of the gate, scoring in
double figures just twice in the first
eight games.
But since then, CJ has been
on fire as one of UD’s main go-to
weapons offensively. He is averaging a team-high 15 points with 6.4
rebounds in the past 12 games since
Tuesday, Dec. 7, scoring in double
digits each time. He credited his
teammates for helping him regain
his rhythm as one of the top players
in the A-10.
“Just confidence, just getting better every day in practice and just
my teammates having confidence
in me,” Johnson said about the reasons for his better play. “And when
I do feel great, they have a lot of
confidence in me to knock the shot
down.”
BOOT DOWN: Road Woes – A
common negative trend for the Dayton Flyers over the past several years
in A-10 play has been the team’s
struggles on the road. The Flyers
are currently 1-2 thus far away from
UD Arena in the league, and hold a
meager 12-31 record over the past six
years since the 2005-2006 season. An
odd feature that head coach Brian
Gregory noted about those struggles
is that it might be partially out of the
school’s hands because of the A-10’s
current pod scheduling system. This
is the new setup without divisions in
which each school is assigned annually three key rivals that it will play

twice each season.
“The change in the conference I
think has affected [this], and when
you take a look except for the top
couple teams, winning on the road is
always tough in this league; there’s
no doubt about that,” Gregory said.
Either way, these usual struggles are something that will need
to change around at least a little bit
for the remainder of this season.
The five remaining road games are
against Duquesne, La Salle, Rhode
Island, Charlotte and George Washington, and you’d have to hope for
two victories at the very least if UD
wants to make a strong case for an
NCAA Tournament at-large bid.
BOOT UP: A Fresh Assist – One
of the most entertaining aspects
of the UD season thus far has been
the development of freshman point
guard Juwan Staten. Although it is
still early, it is clear that Staten has
lived up to all of the sky-high expectations as one of the most highly
touted and hyped recruits in program history. He currently leads
NCAA freshman and the A-10 with
6.6 assists per game, ranking seventh in the country. It’s been a big
surprise to many, and something
promising because of the traditional
stigma with being a first-year player.
“As a freshman, the most important thing is that you bring positive
energy to every situation,” Gregory
said. “Because as a freshman, you
don’t know anything, and you are
going to make mistakes, and you are
going to screw up sometimes and all
that, but I’m OK with that, and that’s
why I’ve always played freshmen,
but they have to bring unbelievable
energy, and it has got to be a positive
energy.”
Those comments were in direct
reference to freshman guard Brandon Spearman’s contributions Saturday, Jan. 22, against Fordham University, but it can apply to Staten as
well. Both freshmen guards will be
relied upon even more during the
second half of the conference slate
this season.
BOOT DOWN: Living Dangerously – When most sports commentators criticize Dayton’s style of play,
one of the most glaring weaknesses
is the team’s reliance upon three
pointers. That was on full display in
UD’s impressive victory over Fordham, as the team attempted a total
of 34 long-distance shots. The Flyers
have attempted 419 such shots in 20
games this season, tied for 49th in

Senior forward Chris Wright angles a layup against a Fordham University defender at UD Arena on Saturday, Jan. 22. The Flyers defeated the
Rams 91-57 to improve to 3-2 in Atlantic 10 Conference play this season. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
the country, but have only convert
ed 33.7 percent of them. Despite that
fact, it isn’t that troublesome to the
team’s head coach.
“We are a three-point shooting
team, and sometimes the percentages don’t show it, but we are a
three-point shooting team especially
when the ball is moving and going
inside first,” Gregory said. “It’s who
is taking them and then when, and

it is when they are being taken that
is always the most important thing
for me.”
Only junior guard Paul Williams
(45.6 percent) and Johnson (36.2 percent) have been above average efficiency shooters for the team this season, and that’s something that might
need to change moving forward.
Players like redshirt junior guard
Josh Parker and junior forward

Luke Fabrizius have been inconsistent at best sometimes this season,
and a heavy reliance upon the threepoint shot is not the healthiest way
to produce offensively in the conference.
To submit ideas for future editions
of The Boots or any other Flyer News
sports article, e-mail Sports Editor
Jacob Rosen at sports@ﬂyernews.
com.

CHECK OUT A WEB EXCLUSIVE PHOTO GALLERY AND A LIVE BLOG, PLUS EVEN MORE QUOTES ON THE OVERTIME BASKETBALL BLOG FROM UD’S VICTORY OVER FORDHAM UNIVERSITY ON SATURDAY, JAN. 22.
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PARKER LEADS FLYERS TO STELLAR WIN OVER FORDHAM
JACOB ROSEN
Sports Editor

This blowout was just what the
doctor ordered for the University
of Dayton men’s basketball team.
Fresh off yet another narrow
loss, the Flyers responded with a
vengeance in a 91-57 victory over
Fordham University at UD Arena
on Saturday, Jan. 22. UD set new
season highs in points, rebounds
and assists, and tied the top mark
for three-pointers made, marking
the largest margin of victory in
over two years.
Led by a career-high 27 points
from redshirt junior guard Josh
Parker, Dayton dominated the
Rams in nearly every facet of the
contest. It was a meaningful performance for the Flyers, and one
they believed showed a lot of positive signs moving forward.
“I saw a lot of energy out there,
a team that wanted to play and a
team that played the game of basketball with a lot of energy and
good defense, and when you play
good defense, you can bring the
ball up the court,” junior forward
Chris Johnson said.
Last Saturday, Jan. 15, the
Flyers fell in the final minute to
archrival Xavier University. The
team came out with positive energy against Fordham after a week
of practice at home, and held a
dominant 37-20 halftime advantage.
The second half then marked
the start of Parker’s Broadwayworthy performance. He made
eight three pointers overall, including six after the break, finishing one shy of the all-time school
record set by Norm Grevey 21
years ago.
“Yeah, it was just the confidence of my coaches to keep telling me, ‘If you’ve got a shot, go
ahead and knock it down,’” Parker said. “And my teammates had
confidence in me, and it was just
flowing, and I felt like the basket
was a big ocean for me tonight.”
Overall, the Flyers converted
13 threes on the night, and collected 24 assists on 35 total made field
goals. UD also outscored the Rams
24 to three off turnovers, while
the bench outscored its counterparts 46 to nine.
Improved rebounding then was
a positive sign, as Dayton earned
a 56 to 38 edge on the glass over
the Rams, thanks to a grand total
of 24 offensive rebounds. Junior
forward Josh Benson was a key
spark to that production, compil-

ing 10 points and eight rebounds
– including five of the offensive
variety – in just 11 minutes off the
bench.
“That’s something we work
hard at every day, pounding the
glass, rebounding and running,
that’s a big part of our program,
and we take pride in it,” he said.
“That’s something that came up
big for us today and helped us get
the win.”
Despite the absence of junior
guard Paul Williams from the
starting lineup — he played just
three minutes off the bench while
battling the flu — this might have
been one of the team’s best games
all season. It was the first time
UD won by at least 30 points since
a 75-44 victory over the University of North Carolina at Greensboro on Dec. 20, 2008, and it was
the perfect epitome of what head
coach Brian Gregory wanted to
see from his team.
“I’m pleased with the way our
guys played,” he said. “Our defense set the tone, and from that,
we were able to get our transition
game going, and I felt we did a

great job of getting the ball inside
and then playing from the inside
out and getting some open shots
from that.”
The loss extended Fordham’s
conference losing streak to 30 consecutive games, and Dayton will
face much stiffer competition next
week. First up, the University of
Richmond Spiders will visit UD
Arena today, and then the Flyers
will travel to first-place Duquesne
University on Saturday, Jan. 29.
It’s because of those impending challenges that the Flyers are
moving past this win quickly, and
using it as an inspiration for another quality performance.
“It’s just now taking in this
win and getting prepared for
Richmond, and we’ve got to come
in ready to win and ready to get
prepared, and play a great game
Tuesday,” Parker said. “We are
looking forward to it, and now it’s
time to get back to work.”

FOR A WEB EXCLUSIVE
FLYER FOCUS BLOG POST
FEATURING UD REDSHIRT
JUNIOR GUARD JOSH PARKER
>> www.flyernews.com

Freshman forward Devin Oliver (top left) shoots a three, freshman guard Juwan Staten (top
right) converts on a breakaway dunk opportunity and sophomore guard Brian Vonderhaar
(bottom) makes the first two points of his career during UD’s 91-57 victory over Fordham
University at UD Arena on Saturday, Jan. 22. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

